Pressure measurements during speech production using semiconductor miniature pressure transducers: impact on models for speech production.
It appears that temperature instabilities are a major obstacle hindering the use of semiconductor strain gauge pressure transducers in speech research, especially when absolute pressure data are mandatory. In this paper a simple and reliable method for an in vivo calibration of this kind of transducer is described. The most important error source, the drift of the zero pressure level due to temperature changes, is discussed, and an estimation of the measurement accuracy which can be obtained is given. Moreover, some registrations of subglottal, supraglottal, and transglottal pressure are presented. It is shown that the pressure recordings allow us to obtain estimates of the volume flow in the trachea and pharynx. Analysis of those waveforms appears to lead to new insights into the physical processes underlying voice production. Specifically, an independent glottal contribution to the skewing of the glottal flow pulses is identified.